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Summary: We present in this paper a test for inductive reasoning (TIR), which consists of two versions that
can be used to assess the inductive reasoning development of third-grade pupils in primary education. The test
versions can also be used in combination with a training program for inductive reasoning. Two experiments
using samples of 954 and 145 pupils were carried out to investigate the psychometric properties of the tests,
including validity. Item response theory (IRT) analyses revealed that the scores on the two TIR tests gave
meaningful inductive reasoning summaries. This was supported by analyses of the convergent and divergent
validity of the TIR tests. IRT analyses were used to equate the two TIR test versions such that the scores can be
compared on a common scale. Possible explanations for the misfit of items that were deleted from the TIR tests
are discussed.

Introduction

In this paper a new test for inductive reasoning (TIR) is
presented, which consists of two versions that can be
used to assess development of third-grade pupils in pri-
mary education. The test versions can also be used in
combination with a teaching program for inductive rea-
soning (De Koning & Hamers, 1995). This program is
applied to the third grade of Dutch primary schools (6-,
7-, and 8-year-olds) with mainly low socio-economic
status (SES) pupils (De Koning, 2000; De Koning,
Hamers, Sijtsma & Vermeer, 2002). One version of the
TIR can be used as a pretest to determine a baseline
before the program is applied, and the other version can
be used as a posttest for evaluating the learning effects
of the program. The items of the TIR and the tasks in the
training program refer to the same underlying inductive
reasoning construct.

Inductive reasoning is considered to be the general (g)
part of human intelligence (Carpenter, Just, & Shell,
1990; Carroll, 1993; Snow, Kyllonen, & Marshalek,
1984; Vernon, 1971). It is supposed to underlie perfor-

mance on complex tasks from diverse content domains
(Csapó, 1999; De Koning, 2000; De Koning & Hamers,
1999; Sternberg, 1998; Sternberg & Gardner, 1983).
Spearman (1927) considered inductive reasoning pro-
cesses to comprise the educative ability, that is, the ability
to generate the “new” – the productive characteristic of
human beings. Educative ability contrasts reproduction,
which relies on the ability to process the “known/famil-
iar.”

At the core of the operationalization of inductive rea-
soning lie comparison processes (Carpenter, et al., 1990;
Mulholland, Pellegrino, & Glaser, 1980; Sternberg,
1998). Carpenter et al. (1990) investigated the solution
processes underlying inductive reasoning items of Ra-
ven’s Standard Progressive Matrices (Raven, 1958).
They found that the basic solution process comprised a
pairwise comparison of the elements (e.g., the geometric
patterns) and their attributes (e.g., the components of the
geometric pattern). Comparison is described as an incre-
mental, reiterative process, resulting in a stepwise induc-
tion of all the transformations of elements and their attri-
butes. Klauer (1989) specified the comparison processes
such that specific types of inductive reasoning could be
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defined. These types can be used to design tasks for mea-
suring and training the inductive reasoning ability.

Operationalization of Inductive Reasoning

Klauer (1989) defined inductive reasoning as the system-
atic and analytic comparison of objects aimed at discov-
ering regularity in apparent chaos and irregularity in ap-
parent order. Regularities and irregularities at the nomi-
nal level are recognized by comparing attributes of
elements, for example, shape or color. Comparisons at
the ordinal and the ratio level involve relationships
among elements, for example, with respect to size and
number. Comparing attributes or relationships can be di-
rected at finding similarities, dissimilarities, or both.
This resulted in six (two types of level crossed with three
types of comparisons) formal, interrelated content-inde-
pendent types of inductive reasoning tasks.

Tasks requiring finding similarities or dissimilarities
of attributes of objects are called generalization and dis-
crimination tasks, respectively. Tasks that demand the
simultaneous induction of similarities and dissimilarities
are called cross-classification tasks. Tasks meant to find
similarities, dissimilarities, or both in the relationships
between objects are called Seriation, Disturbed Seria-
tion, and System Formation tasks, respectively. Klauer
(1989) operationalized the comparison processes in
tasks with concrete objects used in daily life (i.e., knowl-
edge-based), and in tasks with geometric patterns refer-
ring to reasoning at a more abstract level. Crossing these
two content types with the six task types resulted in 12
item types that were included in the TIR tests.

Test for Inductive Reasoning (TIR) Items

Figures 1a and 1b show the 12 types of items used in the
TIR tests. In Figure 1a, the three rows contain examples
of attribute items that demand pupils to inspect objects
with respect to their similarities (generalization; abbre-
viated gen), dissimilarities (discrimination; dis), or both
(cross-classification; cc). In Figure 1b, the rows contain
examples of relation items that require pupils to search
for similarities (Seriation; ser), dissimilarities (Disturbed
Seriation; dser), or both (System Formation; sys). In both
Figures, for each of the six item types an example of a
knowledge item is given in the second column (i.e., pic-
ture item) and an example of a geometric item is given
in the third column.

In the test each item is administered on a separate
page. Typical questions accompanying the tasks are
printed in the first column.

Geometric items were constructed using simple, easy-

to-perceive elements like circles, ellipses, squares, par-
allelograms, triangles, and simple transformations of
their attributes and relations. The transformations were
not hidden or misleading, yet they did not result in pat-
terns that were easy to perceive. Carpenter et al. (1990)
showed that easy to perceive patterns elicit perceptual
processes rather than inductive reasoning processes. El-
ements were transformed only once in order to prevent
subjects from storing and retrieving results of subse-
quent transformations in working memory. The maxi-
mum number of elements in each item entry and the
maximum number of transformations of the attributes or
relations was three, which matches the number of
schemes our participants of 6 to 8 years of age were
assumed to be able to activate simultaneously (Case,
1974; Pascual-Leone, 1970).

Knowledge items comprised of only familiar objects
like animals, clothes, or articles for everyday use. They
were pictured with little detail to prevent distraction by
irrelevant features. Two methods were used to increase
the transformation difficulty in knowledge items. First,
the most comparable with the geometric transformations
was the change of the number of attributes or relations
of objects or parts of objects. Second, a more common
method used in creating knowledge-based reasoning
items in intelligence tests (e.g., the WISC-R) is to grad-
ually introduce more abstract transformations. This re-
flects the intellectual development that is thought to rely
initially on perceptual features. Because of a growing
ability to abstract from time- and space-bound percep-
tion, children are supposed to induce more generalized
attributes and relations among objects (Carey, 1985; Pia-
get, 1970). It was assumed that the abstract knowledge
was present in the age range chosen in our sample. In the
second column of Figures 1a and 1b, the first two items
are examples of perceptual and more abstract knowledge
items.

Goals

Two experiments were carried out to investigate the psy-
chometric properties of the tests, including their validity.
The first experiment served to calibrate the TIR-I (pre-
test) and TIR-II (posttest) items by means of item re-
sponse models (Sijtsma & Molenaar, 2002; Van der Lin-
den & Hambleton, 1997). The calibrated TIR scales were
investigated with respect to differential item functioning
among three SES samples and two gender samples. The
convergent validity was inspected by comparing the TIR
to the SPM Raven. Finally, the scales of both TIR ver-
sions were equated such that they could be used to assess
the pupils’ inductive reasoning ability by comparing
their score changes on a common scale.
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Picture Item (real-life objects) Abstract Item (geometric objects)

Similarities of attributes:
(generalization)

Make a group

(one attribute)

Dissimilarities of attributes
(discrimination)

What does not belong to
the group?

(one attribute)

(Dis)similarities of attri-
butes (cross-classification)

What makes a group?

(two attributes)

Figure 1a. Review of the TIR item types: attribute items.

Picture Item (real-life objects) Abstract Item (geometric objects)

Similarities of relations:
(seriation)

Make a row

(one relation)

Dissimilarities of relations
(disturbed seriation)

What is wrong in the row?

(one relation)

(Dis)similarities of relations
(system formation)

Make two rows

(two relations)

Figure 1b. Review of the TIR item types: relation items.
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The second experiment served to further investigate
the convergent and divergent validity of the two TIR
tests. The validation procedure aimed at checking wheth-
er knowledge items (i.e., pictures) and geometric items
both measured reasoning, that is, the production of
knowledge rather than memory (reproduction) of knowl-
edge. The TIR was compared to the SPM Raven to in-
vestigate its convergent validity, and to a vocabulary test
to investigate its divergent validity. It was expected that
the TIR would have a high correlation with the SPM
Raven, which measures the production of knowledge;
and a low correlation with the vocabulary test, which
measures the reproduction of knowledge. Finally, the
TIR was compared to a listening comprehension test.
Since listening comprehension requires both vocabulary
and reasoning ability, it was expected that the correlation
of the TIR and listening comprehension would be posi-
tioned between the correlations of the TIR and the SPM
Raven on the one hand, and the TIR and vocabulary on
the other hand.

Experiment 1
Method

Population and Sample

Because the TIR tests and the Program Inductive Rea-
soning (De Koning & Hamers, 1995) are mainly used in
primary schools with many low-SES pupils, the concept
of backwardness was important. Backwardness was
quantified as the school score, which is a formally im-
plemented measure in the Dutch school system. This
score reflects the number of pupils visiting the school,
weighted by SES, language (Dutch versus a foreign lan-
guage), and profession of the parents of individual pu-
pils. The school score determines the extra facilities
schools are entitled to. The weights are 1.25 for Dutch
working-class children, 1.40 for bargee’s children (i.e.,

children of parents who operate a freight ship) not living
with their parents, 1.90 for children having at least one
non-Dutch parent (being limited in terms of educational
and professional levels as well), and 1.00 for all other
children (Sijtstra, 1992). The stratification boundaries
for schools were set at 1.05 and 1.15, the cut-off scores
guaranteeing a reasonable distribution of pupils over the
weight categories of 1.00, 1.25–1.40, and 1.90, respec-
tively (Wijnstra, 1987). A systematic selection of
schools, following a randomly chosen starting point in a
list of schools not ordered according to the stratification
criterion (school score), completed the sampling. Table
1 shows the number of schools and the number of pupils
involved in the investigation.

The total sample contained 954 pupils from the third
grade. Of this sample, 478 pupils were tested in January
and 476 pupils in June. The January sample comprised
230 boys and 248 girls. The mean age was 85 months and
the standard deviation was 5.77. The June sample con-
tained 238 boys and 238 girls. The mean age was 88
months and the standard deviation was 4.86.

Test Design

The TIR-I and the TIR-II each had 43 items, of which 16
items were common to both tests. The overlap consisted
of items from each of the item types (see Table 2). The
TIR-I was administered to the January sample, the TIR-
II to the June sample.

Instruments

Apart from the TIR tests, the Standard Progressive Ma-
trices (Raven, 1958) was administered for the purpose of
investigating the convergent validity of the TIR Tests.
Much research confirmed that the SPM Raven is a valid
and reliable test of inductive reasoning (Carpenter et al.,
1990; Snow et al., 1984). However, the Raven items are
not based on an explicit operationalization of compari-
son processes such that subtypes of inductive reasoning
can be distinguished. The Raven consists of 60 items

Table 1. Number of schools and pupils (boys (b) and girls (g)) per stratum.

TIR-I TIR-II
No. Pupils Total No. Pupils Total
schools 1.00 1.25–1.40 1.90 schools 1.00 1.25–140 1.90

b g b g b g b g b g b g

Stratum 1:
1.00–1.05 6 70 61 7 5 3 2 148 5 74 84 1 2 161
Stratum 2:
1.06–1.15 7 53 61 14 14 4 8 154 2 55 54 13 11 12 8 153
Stratum 3:
1.16–1.90 5 12 11 7 16 58 69 176* 6 40 36 14 15 29 28 162
Total 18 135 133 28 35 65 79 478* 13 169 174 28 28 41 36 476

* Three pupils were not labeled by their “pupil-weight”
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divided into five subsets (set A to set E) of increasing
difficulty. Each item takes one page, and each of the 60
pages is divided into two half-pages. On the upper half,
a matrix of figures is depicted containing a missing ele-
ment. This element has to be detected among the six (sets
A and B) or eight (sets C, D, and E) alternatives printed
at the bottom of the page. Many researchers (e.g., Bere-
iter & Scardamalia, 1979; Hunt, 1974; Willmes, Heller,
& Lengfelder, 1997) have tried to explain the varying
difficulty of the Raven items. The main distinction be-
tween items refers to the kinds of cognitive processes
that supposedly underlie the correct solution of the items.
Willmes et al. (1997) hypothesized a dichotomy between
the first items (A1–B7), only requiring visual compari-
son processes, and the other items, which demand the
application of inductive reasoning processes. Bereiter
and Scardamalia (1979) quantified 48 of the 60 SPM
Raven items in terms of mental demand, which they de-
fined as increasing from one to five (MD1–MD5).

Procedure

The class administration of the SPM Raven took 45 min-
utes. Each of the six main item types of the TIR tests
required separate instruction. The administration of the
43 TIR items took 60 minutes. These time limits allowed
for power conditions.

Statistical Analysis

The quality of the TIR test items was evaluated in three
analysis phases. In the first phase, the item response
functions (IRFs), showing the participant’s probability
of answering a particular item correctly as a function of
inductive reasoning, and the dimensionality of the tests
were investigated using four item-response models (De
Koning, Sijtsma, & Hamers, 2002). We made use of the
advantages of two nonparametric item response models,
which are the models of monotone homogeneity (MHM)
and double monotonicity (DMM) (Mokken, 1971,

1997), and two parametric item-response models, the
Rasch (1960) model and the one parameter logistic mod-
el (Verhelst & Glas, 1995; hereafter called the Verhelst
model). All four models provide global methods (for all
43 items simultaneously) and local methods (for each
item separately) to investigate whether the IRFs are
monotone increasing functions and whether all items
measure the same latent trait of inductive reasoning.

The nonparametric MHM and DMM in particular pro-
vide information about reliability of person ordering [H
coefficient (global), and Hj and Hjk coefficients (local)]
and the nonintersection of the IRFs [HT coefficient (glob-
al) and HT

a coefficient (local)]. The R1 statistic (global
test) and the Uj statistic (local item test) for the Rasch
model, and the R1c statistic (global test) and the Mj sta-
tistics (local item tests) for the Verhelst model relate the
item characteristics to the logistic shape of the IRF.

Like the Rasch model, the Verhelst model has logistic
IRFs that vary in location; unlike the Rasch model the
IRFs of the Verhelst model also vary in slope. The Ver-
helst model does not have a slope parameter, however,
but rather requires the researcher to impute an integer
slope Aj for each item. Verhelst and Glas (1995) showed
that, with an imputed integer slope, the statistical prop-
erties of the Rasch model apply for the Verhelst model.

Explicit procedures for evaluating unidimensionality
are absent in the software for investigating the MHM and
the DMM (program MSP; Molenaar & Sijtsma, 2000)
and the Verhelst model (program OPLM; Verhelst,
1992). However, the Rasch methods can be used to check
whether the item sets satisfy unidimensionality. Follow-
ing Sijtsma’s (1983) methodology, we used Andersen’s
(1973) Likelihood Ratio (LR) test for this purpose.

In the second phase, we investigated the invariance of
the item parameters among equal-ability pupils from the
three SES groups. Also, invariance of item parameters
was investigated for boys and girls. Glas and Ouborg
(1993) described a procedure to detect biased items; that
is, items with different parameters in different SES

Table 2. Number of items in TIR-I and TIR-II.

Number of items
Unique Unique Shared Total Pictures Geometric
TIR-I TIR-II TIR-I + II per TIR per TIR per TIR

Attributes:
Generalization 6 6 3 9 5 4
Discrimination 5 5 2 7 4 3
Crossclassification 3 3 3 6 3 3

Relation:
Seriation 3 3 3 6 3 3
Disturbed seriation 5 5 3 8 4 4
System formation 5 5 2 7 3 4

Total 27 27 16 43 22 21
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groups or gender groups. They used the Verhelst model
for this purpose. Analyses of correlation patterns of the
TIR tests and the SPM Raven provided information on
the convergent validity.

In the third phase, we used the Verhelst model to
equate the scales of both TIR versions, that is, to calibrate
all items of the TIR-I and the TIR-II on the same scale,
using the common items as an anchor for relating the
unique items to the same metric.

Results
Phase 1: Data Analyses with Four IRT Models

The global test results for the MHM (TIR-I: H = 0.19;
TIR-II: H = 0.22), the Rasch model (TIR-I: R1 = 476.42,
df = 168, p < .001; TIR-II: R1 = 475.53, df = 168, p <
.001) and the Verhelst model (TIR-I: R1c = 380.65, df =
126, p < .001; TIR-II: R1c = 456.58, df = 126, p < .001)
revealed that the models did not fit the data. The H values
(MHM) suggested that  the IRFs had  relatively flat
slopes, meaning there was a weak relation between the

item scores and the latent trait. The global and local test
results of the DMM showed that the data allowed for
invariant ordering of items (TIR-I: HT = 0.31, percentage
of negative HT

a values = 0.4%; TIR-II: HT = 0.31, per-
centage of negative HT

a values = 0.6%).
The local test results for the four models suggested

which items could be left out in order to create item sets
that models would better fit. First, the items that could
not be fitted by any of the four models were removed.
Because removal of one item may change the statistics
of others, items were left out one by one on the basis of
low Hj values or significant Uj or Mj values. Further-
more, apart from psychometric considerations, the rep-
resentation of item types was considered before leaving
out items. Tables 3 and 4 show the results of the analy-
ses.

For the MHM, Tables 3 and 4 show that the scalability
coefficient H was close to the lowerbound value of 0.3
(Mokken, 1971, p. 153) (TIR-I: H = 0.29; TIR-II: H =
0.30). The TIR-I Generalization items (gen4 and gen11),
with relatively low Hj coefficients of 0.15 each, were not
left out because otherwise too few items of this type

Table 3. TIR-I global and local test results of four models: The model of monotone homogeneity (MHM), the model of double monotony
(DMM), the Rasch model and the Verhelst model.

MHM* DMM* RSP* Verhelst*
item Hj |Zmax| Zsig |Zmax| # Zsig |Uj| Aj |M1j| |M2j| |M3j|

≤ 0.15 ≥ 1.96 ≥ 1 ≥ 1.96 ≥ 1 ≥ 1.96 ≥ 1.96 ≥ 1.96 ≥ 1.96

gen2 3
gen4 0.15 2.11 1
gen9 2
gen11 0.15 2.49 2 1
dis18 2
dis24 2
dis29 2.47 2 3 1.98
cc39 3
cc41 3
cc43 3
ser46 3
ser50 3
ser53 4
ser55 4
dser69 3
dser72 2.11 2 3
dser75 2.49 1 3
dser77 3
dser78 4
dser80 2
sys85 3
sys88 –2.03 6 –2.08
sys90 2.47 2 6 –2.03
sys91 6
sys93 4

* MHM: H = 0.29 (4% negative Hjk values); DMM: HT = 0.46 (1.9% negative HT
a values); Rasch: R1 = 210.99, df = 96, p = 0.000; Verhelst:

R1c = 76.71, df = 72, p = 0.33; gen = Generalization, dis = Discrimination, cc = Cross-Classification, ser = Seriation, dser = Disturbed
Seriation, sys = System Formation
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would remain, and the inductive reasoning construct
would not be represented well enough. For the TIR-II
only one item violated the model (ser49). The combina-
tion of low H values with only one significant violation
of the model could be explained by the relatively flat IRF
slopes. Despite a few significant Z values (values in the
fifth column, number of significant values in the sixth
column of Tables 3 and 4), indicating intersections of the
IRFs, the HT values of 0.46 and 0.41 justified the conclu-
sion that at a global level the item sets complied with the
DMM.

For the Rasch model, the R1 test result of the TIR-I (R1

= 210.99, df = 96, p < .001) suggested that this model did
not fit the data. Uj test results (seventh column of Table
3) showed that only two items violated the Rasch mod-
el’s assumptions significantly (gen4 and sys88). Analy-
ses of the TIR-II test data did not show significant R1 or
Uj test results (R1 = 102.07, df = 85, p = .10), indicating
that the Rasch model fitted the TIR-II data.

The Verhelst model: Discrimination indices. The H val-
ues of both the TIR-I and the TIR-II indicated that a few
items had flat IRFs, and the Verhelst model was used to
study the numerical values of the slopes of the IRFs. The
discrimination indices (denoted Aj) are displayed in the
eighth column of Tables 3 and 4. The Verhelst model
complied with both the TIR versions (TIR-I: R1c = 76.71,
df = 72, p = .33; TIR-II: R1c = 68.54, df = 84, p = .89).
Only a few minor Mj test violations were found at the
item level. We concluded that the IRFs approached the
logistic function. The discrimination indices of the TIR-I
varied from one to six. Not surprisingly, the least dis-
criminating items (gen4 and gen11) had the lowest Hj

values. The items with the highest discrimination index
of 6 were system formation items. The two items that did
not comply with the Rasch model (gen4 and sys88) were
found in the lowest and highest part of the Aj index range,
respectively. Although leaving out these items might
have resulted in a Rasch item set, for reasons of repre-

Table 4. TIR-II global and local test results of four models: the model of monotone homogeneity (MHM), the model of double monotony
(DMM), the Rasch model and the Verhelst model.

MHM* DMM* RSP* Verhelst*
item Hj |Zmax| Zsig |Zmax| # Zsig |Uj| Aj |M1j| |M2j| |M3j|

≤ 0.15 ≥ 1.96 ≥ 1 ≥ 1.96 ≥ 1 ≥ 1.96 ≥ 1.96 ≥ 1.96 ≥ 1.96

gen1 2
gen3 2
gen8 3
gen10 1
gen13 2
dis18 3
dis25 3
dis28 1
dis30 2.10 1 3 2.73 2.51
cc40 3
cc42 2.07 1 4 2.30
cc43 2.42 1 3
ser46 3
ser49 2.38 1 2.07 3 4 –2.23
ser52 5
ser53 4 –2.23
ser56 5
dser68 3
dser69 3 2.32
dser71 4
dser72 3
dser76 1.97 2 3
dser79 2.42 3 5
dser81 2
sys83 4
sys86 4
sys87 4
sys90 5
sys94 2.10 1 4

*MHM: H = 0.30 (2.2% negative Hjk values); DMM: HT = 0.41 (1.5% negative HT
a values); Rasch: R1 = 102.07, df = 85, p = 0.10; Verhelst:

R1c = 68.54, df = 84, p = 0.89; gen = Generalization, dis = Discrimination, cc = Cross-Classification, ser = Seriation, dser = Disturbed
Seriation, sys = System Formation
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sentation of the inductive reasoning concept and the dis-
crimination power, it was decided to maintain these
items in the test. As expected, the range of discrimination
index values of items from the TIR-II was narrower (1
through 5) than from the TIR-I. The item ser49 margin-
ally violated three models, the MHM, the DMM and the
Verhelst model, but it was kept in the test because it had
high discrimination power.

The discrimination indices of both TIR tests showed
lower values for the Generalization and Discrimination
items, and higher values for the Cross-Classification
items, the Seriation items, the Disturbed Seriation items
and the System Formation items. The relative size of the
discrimination indices reflected the relative size of H and
Hj values of the various item subsets (De Koning et al.,
2002).

Careful inspection of the items left out of the TIR-I
and the TIR-II revealed that the majority were attribute
items and picture items (see Table 5). The percentages of
deleted items from the TIR-I that were attribute items or
relation items were 55 (12 out of 22) and 29 (6 out of 21),
respectively. For the TIR-II, these percentages were 45
(10 out of 22) and 19 (4 out of 21), respectively. The
percentages of deleted items from the TIR-I that were
picture items or geometric items were 64 (14 out of 22)
and 19 (4 out of 21), respectively. For the TIR-II, these
percentages were 41 (9 out of 22) and 24 (5 out of 21),
respectively. After deletion of 18 items in the TIR-I and
14 items in the TIR-II, the two TIR versions each still
consisted of 12 types of items. The TIR-I contained 25
items (43–18) and the TIR-II contained 29 items
(43–14).

The Rasch Model: Unidimensionality. To investigate the
assumption of unidimensionality, we used Andersen’s
(1973) LR test. The sample was divided into two halves
based on the correct and incorrect answering of a splitter
item (Sijtsma, 1983; Van den Wollenberg, 1982; other
methods are discussed by Glas & Verhelst, 1995, and by
Ponocny, 2001). Systematic differences between the esti-
mates of the item parameters in the two groups indicate a
violation of unidimensionality. The test was done at a
significance level α = 0.001, as recommended by Glas

and Ellis (1993; the test is sensitive to small deviations,
and a low α avoids falsely rejecting the null hypothesis to
some degree). Several splitter items were used to obtain
valid conclusions. The items dis29, dis30, and dser72
were used here for illustration purposes. Items dis29 and
dis30 were designed as parallel items for the TIR-I and
the TIR-II. Item dser72 was shared by both tests.

The choice of splitter items was based on a proportion-
correct of approximately 0.50, which produces almost
equal estimation accuracy in the two subsamples. Van
den Wollenberg (1982) recommends using splitter items
that are suspected to measure latent traits different from
those measured by several of the other items in the test.
Because our tests have six item types by definition, this
may induce multidimensionality. Item contents thus
seems to be a sensible a priori criterion for choosing any
of the items as a splitter item, and this agrees with Van
den Wollenberg’s (1982) recommendation.

Figure 2 shows that Andersen’s test was not signifi-
cant, meaning that item parameters in both subgroups
based on the discrimination splitter items were equal
(TIR-I: LR = 46.77; df = 23, p = .002; TIR-II: LR = 24.68,
df = 27, p = .592). This result suggests that the item sets
were unidimensional. The Andersen test results for the
disturbed Seriation items were significant (TIR-I: LR =
53.68; df = 23, p < .001; TIR-II: LR = 59.98, df = 27, p
< .001). However, because the displayed item parameter
estimates did not reveal clear subdivisions of the items
into subsets, an obvious criterion for a practically useful
subdivision was not available. Moreover, in such cases
test users prefer to consider the total item set to be dom-
inated by one latent trait and ignore so-called nuisance
traits (Sijtsma & Molenaar, 2002); at the mathematical
level the reader may want to consult Stout’s (1990) con-
cept of essential unidimensionality. Other splitter items
did not produce significant results or results that could
be interpreted clearly. For example, item dser78 (TIR-I)
had LR = 65.92, df = 23, and p < .001; and item dser68
(TIR-II) had LR = 49.81, df = 27, and p = .005. Graphical
displays did not result in clearly interpretable results.
Thus, for practical purposes all items together were con-
sidered to cover the same inductive reasoning construct
reasonably well.

Table 5. Number of initial and deleted items in the TIR-I and the TIR-II.

Number of items
Picture Items Geometric Items

Initial TIR-I TIR-II Initial TIR-I TIR-II
per test deleted deleted per test deleted deleted

Attributes (Picture + Geometric: 22) 12 9 8 10 3 2
Relations (Picture + Geometric: 21) 10 5 1 11 1 3

Total 22 14 9 21 4 5
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Both TIR test scores were reliable: Cronbach’s α co-
efficients were 0.82 and 0.84 for the TIR-I and the TIR-
II, respectively.

Phase 2: Validity of TIR-I and TIR-II

Differential item functioning. The Verhelst model was
used to inspect the invariance of the item parameters
among equal ability participants from the three SES
groups and from the two gender groups. The first step

Table 6. R1c tests of the TIR-I and the TIR-II for the whole sample
and for the subsamples based on SES and gender.

TIR-I TIR-II
R1c df p R1c df p

Whole sample 76.71 72 .330 68.54 84 .889
SES 329.26 164 .003 326.42 308 .226
Gender 183.92 168 .190 197.56 196 .459

Figure 2. Presentation of item parameter estimates and Andersen’s likelihood ratio test results of the TIR-1 (left figures) and the TIR-II (right figures) after
splitting the sample into two parts based on answers of the items discrimination 29, 30 (upper figures) and disturbed seriation 72 (lower figures).
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checked whether the item parameters were the same in
the various subgroups. In the second step, detailed infor-
mation was obtained about the standardized differences
between observed and expected frequencies of partici-
pants in subgroups of equal ability. Table 6 displays the
results of the first step.

None of the R1c test results in Table 6 exceeded the
significance level of .001, but for the TIR-I the SES
groups came close. An explanation is that the lowest SES
group contained participants who had not yet mastered
sufficient ability in the Dutch language necessary to un-
derstand the instructions of the TIR. Also, the picture
items could have involved objects, attributes, or relations
not yet known to these children. Because biased items
may lead to conclusions about a low level of inductive
reasoning – when in fact language deficiency is respon-
sible for such a low score – these items had to be detected
and removed from the tests.

In the second part of the analysis, the sample was
ordered with respect to the sum of item scores weighted
with the corresponding discrimination indices. Subse-
quently, the sample was divided into four homogeneous
weighted-sumscore groups of approximately equal size,
with every sumscore group containing pupils from the
three SES groups. For every item the standardized dif-
ferences between observed and expected frequencies of
participants in the twelve subgroups were computed. The
sign of the standardized difference reveals whether there
were more observations or fewer observations in a group
than expected on the basis of the Verhelst model. Since
only 16 out of 300 (i.e., 25 items by 12 subgroups) sta-
tistical tests showed significant results, there was no con-
vincing evidence that the items were biased. Moreover,
the significant deviations did not consistently appear in
the lowest SES group.

Convergent validity. Table 7 shows that both TIR tests
correlated highly with the total score on the SPM Raven
items. The TIR-I and the TIR-II had higher correlations
with the MD2, MD3, and MD4 item subsets than with
the MD1 and MD5 subsets. We found the same correla-
tion pattern for the Raven total scores with these item
subsets, both for the January sample and the June sample.
The TIR-I and the TIR-II had slightly higher correlations

with the total set of SPM Raven items than with the
subset of SPM Raven items (B8-E12), which demands
inductive reasoning rather than visual perception. The
same correlation pattern was found for the SPM Raven
total set with this subset (B8–E12), both for the January
and the June sample. This indicated that the TIR tests and
the SPM Raven showed similar correlation patterns.

Phase 3: Linked Design Calibration and Equation

Since the Verhelst model complied with both TIR tests
resulting from the item analyses, this model was used to
calibrate the items of the TIR-I and the TIR-II together.
This is known as equating (Engelen & Eggen, 1993). In
the combined item set, the discrimination indices ranged
from 1 through 6, and only three items showed signifi-
cant Mj test results (cc42, ser49, sys88). The global test
result was not significant (R1c = 172.52, df = 162, p =
.27). It could be concluded that the combined item set
satisfied the assumptions of the Verhelst model. The item
parameters on the equated TIR-scale are shown in the
first three columns of Table 8.

The item parameter estimates (β) and discrimination
indices (A) were used to evaluate the items with respect
to differences between (a) the TIR-I and the TIR-II; (b)
picture items and geometric items; and (c) attribute items
and relation items. Student’s t-tests for equality of mean
βs and mean As, and F tests for equality of variances of
βs and As revealed no significant differences between the
two TIR versions, showing that both versions had the
same mean and variance in difficulty (t = .813, df = 52,
p = .42; F1,52 = 1.07, p = .31) and in power to discriminate
pupils on θ (t = .228, df = 52, p = .82; F1,52 = .01, p = .92).
For picture items and geometric items we found no sig-
nificant differences with respect to the mean difficulty (t
= –.05, df = 45, p = .96) and the discrimination power (t
= –1.05, df = 45, p = .30). The attribute items had signif-
icantly lower mean difficulty (t = –5.00, df = 45, p < .01)
and discrimination power (t = –4.91, df = 45, p < .01)
than the relation items.

Analysis of variance was used to test which item sets
comprising the attribute items (Generalization, Discrim-
ination, Cross-Classification) and relation items (Seria-
tion, Disturbed Seriation, System Formation) were re-

Table 7. Correlations of the TIR-I, the TIR-II and the SPM-Raven (total sets and subsets).

SPM Raven
Total set B8-E12 MD1 MD2 MD3 MD4 MD5

TIR-I .67 .63 .41 .61 .63 .54 –.05
TIR-I I .67 .66 .38 .65 .63 .54 .11
Raven (total) (January sample) 1.00 .96 .48x .78x .79x .69x .02x (n.s.)
Raven (total) (June sample) 1.00 .98 .42x .79x .82x .75x .20x

Correlations are significant at the .001 level unless otherwise stated; x Raven total score corrected for MD score
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sponsible for the significant differences in diffi-
culty and discrimination power that we found
using Student’s t-tests. The Bonferroni correc-
tion, adjusting the significance level for multiple
comparisons, showed that the difference be-
tween attribute items and relation items on β and
A was caused by significant differences between
the  Generalization  items and Discrimination
items, on the one hand, and the three relation sets,
on the other hand.

The results showed that the data were suited for
a horizontal equating procedure (Engelen & Eg-
gen, 1993; Veldhuijzen, Godebeld, & Sanders,
1993), because the TIR versions consisted of the
same types of items, they were unidimensional,
and they did not show differential item function-
ing among groups (SES, gender) of participants.
Furthermore, the TIR versions had the same mean
and variance in difficulty and discrimination
power. Based on the item parameter estimates, the
Verhelst model was used to estimate for every
weighted sumscore a person parameter (θ). These
estimates were equated, and the result is shown in
the last three columns of Table 8. The scores on
the TIR-I range from 0 through 83, and on the
TIR-II from 0 through 94. For reasons of brevity,
the table shows only the scores (and the latent
traits) for every fifth percentile. The Verhelst
model provides a caution index ζ for every par-
ticipant, indicating the extent to which the item
score pattern is expected given the item parame-
ters. With only 2% (18 out of 954) of the partici-
pants having unexpected patterns, we used the
estimated person parameters to standardize the
scores on TIR-I and TIR-II. For both TIR tests the
estimated θs were ordered and, subsequently,
centiles and quartiles (10, 25, 50, 75, 90) were
computed. These cut-off points can be used for
normalizing individual scores: For every partici-
pant it is possible to compare the TIR-scores with
the population distribution. Thus, it is possible to
measure the progress in inductive reasoning of
every third-grade pupil.

Experiment 2
Method

Population and Sample

From 103 schools, each having more than 80%
pupils with a (SES) weight factor of 1.90, six
school classes in the third grade (6-, 7-, and 8-

Table 8. Estimated item location parameters (β) and person parameters (latent
traits: θ) on the Equated TIR Scale, and their standard errors. Discrimination
indices (A) are in (brackets). Only a limited number of person parameter
estimates are given.

Item parameter Person parameter
Item Estimate St. error Score Latent trait St. error

gen10 –3.444 (1) 0.353 TIR-I 0 –2.510 1.468
dis28 –3.030 (1) 0.291 3 –1.162 0.447
gen4 –2.174 (1) 0.181 8 –0.625 0.266
dis18 –1.220 (2) 0.094 12 –0.409 0.217
gen13 –1.068 (2) 0.126 16 –0.253 0.191
gen3 –0.899 (2) 0.109 20 –0.126 0.174
gen1 –0.830 (2) 0.103 25 0.009 0.161
dis24 –0.584 (2) 0.074 29 0.106 0.153
dis25 –0.556 (3) 0.086 33 0.195 0.147
gen9 –0.426 (2) 0.067 37 0.277 0.141
gen11 –0.383 (2) 0.066 42 0.371 0.135
gen2 –0.251 (3) 0.051 46 0.440 0.132
cc40 –0.087 (3) 0.052 50 0.505 0.130
dser69 –0.085 (3) 0.034 54 0.569 0.131
cc39 –0.067 (3) 0.044 59 0.650 0.135
dser75 –0.052 (3) 0.044 63 0.720 0.142
cc43 –0.025 (3) 0.033 67 0.800 0.155
dser76 –0.016 (3) 0.049 71 0.899 0.176
cc41 0.004 (4) 0.037 76 1.084 0.230
cc42 0.033 (4) 0.042 80 1.367 0.350
ser49 0.064 (4) 0.041 83 2.131 0.927
ser55 0.083 (4) 0.035
ser56 0.147 (5) 0.035
gen8 0.181 (3) 0.042
ser50 0.188 (3) 0.039
ser46 0.243 (3) 0.029
ser52 0.247 (5) 0.032 TIR–II 0 –4.835 2.210
dser79 0.284 (5) 0.031 4 –1.428 0.463
ser53 0.287 (4) 0.024 9 –0.790 0.291
dser77 0.307 (3) 0.038 13 –0.526 0.231
dser78 0.417 (5) 0.028 18 –0.315 0.188
dser71 0.455 (4) 0.032 23 –0.168 0.163
sys87 0.493 (4) 0.032 28 –0.053 0.147
sys91 0.570 (6) 0.026 33 0.044 0.137
sys88 0.580 (6) 0.026 37 0.113 0.132
sys86 0.607 (4) 0.031 42 0.194 0.128
sys83 0.633 (4) 0.031 47 0.272 0.126
dis29 0.644 (3) 0.037 52 0.348 0.125
sys90 0.644 (6) 0.020 57 0.425 0.126
dser68 0.725 (3) 0.037 61 0.488 0.128
dser72 0.726 (3) 0.027 66 0.569 0.132
sys94 0.728 (4) 0.031 71 0.655 0.138
dis30 0.822 (2) 0.051 76 0.751 0.149
sys93 0.897 (4) 0.036 81 0.866 0.169
sys85 0.983 (3) 0.042 85 0.987 0.198
dser81 1.458 (2) 0.063 90 1.237 0.291
dser80 1.745 (2) 0.084 94 1.944 0.821
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year-olds) were randomly selected. The sample consist-
ed of 145 pupils (82 boys and 63 girls). The mean age
was 86 months, and the standard deviation was 6.12.

Instruments

The TIR-I and the TIR-II, the SPM Raven, a vocabulary
test (Verhoeven, 1996), and a listening comprehension
test (CITO, 1995) were administered. The Vocabulary
Test and the Listening Comprehension Test are widely
used in Dutch primary education to compare the achieve-
ments of individual pupils and groups of pupils.

The Vocabulary Test consists of four pictures per item.
The pupils have to indicate one picture that fits the de-
scription the teacher reads out. The test consists of 50
items.

The Listening Comprehension Test consists of 44
statements and short stories the teacher reads out. The
pupils have to indicate the picture that matches the state-
ment or the short story. That is, they have to induce the
meaning by linking parts in the statements and stories
that are connected. This requires an adequate vocabulary,
awareness of grammar, and inductive reasoning. Thus,
the test measures memory of knowledge and production
of knowledge.

Procedure

The classroom administration of the TIR-I and the TIR-II
took 60 minutes, that of the SPM Raven 45 minutes. The
Vocabulary Test and the Listening Comprehension Test
each took 90 minutes.

Statistical Analysis

Correlations were computed to inspect the relations of the
TIR-I, the TIR-II, the SPM Raven, the Listening Compre-
hension Test, and the Vocabulary Test. Linear regression
analyses were done to examine whether the hypothesized
decreasing relation strength of the TIRs with the SPM
Raven, the Listening Comprehension Test, and the Vocab-
ulary Test, respectively, could be confirmed.

Results

Table 9 shows the correlations of the TIR-I, the TIR-II,
the SPM-Raven, the Listening Comprehension Test, and
the Vocabulary Test. The TIR-I and the TIR-II correlated
highly with the SPM Raven (0.61 and 0.72, respective-
ly). These correlations were comparable with values
found in the first experiment (see Table 7, first column;
0.67 in both cases). As hypothesized, the correlations of
the TIR-I and the TIR-II with Listening Comprehension
were lower (0.48 and 0.44, respectively), and correla-
tions were lowest with Vocabulary (0.29 and 0.31, re-
spectively). The correlations of the subsets of geometric
and picture items from the TIR tests with the SPM Raven
were moderate to high (TIR-I: 0.41 and 0.61, respective-
ly; TIR-II: 0.65 and 0.67, respectively). Their correla-
tions with Listening Comprehension were slightly lower
(TIR-I: 0.40 and 0.45, respectively; TIR-II: 0.39 and
0.40, respectively), and they were lowest with Vocabu-
lary (TIR-I: 0.30 and 0.24, respectively; TIR-II: 0.27 and
0.29, respectively). The correlations of the SPM Raven
with Listening Comprehension and Vocabulary showed
a similar correlation pattern (0.40 and 0.21, respective-
ly). This indicated that the TIR tests and the SPM Raven
showed similar relation patterns with other tests.

Regression analyses with each of the TIR tests as de-
pendent variable and the SPM Raven, Listening Compre-
hension and Vocabulary as independent variables,
showed that most variance of the TIR-I could be ex-
plained by the SPM Raven (37%), and that Listening
Comprehension explained an additional 7% (F2,144 =
55.90, p < .01). Vocabulary did not contribute uniquely to
the explanation of the TIR-I variance. Neither Listening
Comprehension nor Vocabulary contributed to the expla-
nation of the TIR-II variance, after SPM Raven had been
selected (52% explained variance; F1,144 = 157.58, p <
.01). As the TIR-II was administered 6 months later than
the TIR-I, this indicated that for older participants the
scores relied more on reasoning and less on the knowl-

Table 9. Correlations of the TIR-I, the TIR-II, the SPM-Raven, the Listening Comprehension Test, and the Vocabulary Test.

TIR-I TIR-II SPM Raven List. Comp. Vocab.

total pict geo total pict geo
TIR-I total 1.00 .76xx .96xx .68xx .58xx .65xx .61xx .48xx .29xx

pict. 1.00 .55xx .49xx .41xx .47xx .41xx .40xx .30xx

geom. 1.00 .66xx .57xx .63xx .61xx .45xx .24xx

TIR-II total 1.00 .90xx .93xx .72xx .44xx .31xx

pict. 1.00 .66xx .65xx .39xx .27xx

geom. 1.00 .67xx .40xx .29xx

SPM Raven 1.00 .40xx .21x

List. Comp. 1.00 .64xx

Vocabulary 1.00

x Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed), xx Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed)
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edge of vocabulary and grammar than for younger partic-
ipants.

General Discussion

We used four IRT models to scale 12 types of inductive
reasoning items. The total scores on the two TIR tests
give meaningful inductive reasoning summaries collect-
ed under power conditions. The convergent and diver-
gent validity results supported the IRT analyses in that
the TIR scores reflect inductive reasoning ability. The
testing procedures provided by the four IRT models re-
sulted in the deletion of misfitting items. The majority of
the deleted items were attribute items and picture items.

The results from the splitter-item method showed that
the tests were not entirely unidimensional. However, we
decided not to follow a purely statistical line of reasoning
and also keep items in the test that deviated mildly from
others to maintain good coverage of the different aspects
of the inductive reasoning ability. More support for this
decision came from the practical observation that pure
unidimensionality is a theoretical ideal and that real tests
are multidimensional to at least some degree, even if the
test constructor explicitly pursued unidimensionality
(also see Nunnally, 1978). The distinction between a
dominant latent trait and nuisance traits was made at the
theoretical level by, for example, Stout (1990). Here, we
ignored the subtleties of Stout’s (1990) argument, but
noted that the inductive reasoning items left in our tests,
even when representing different types, probably have
enough in common in terms of underlying cognitive pro-
cesses to be in the same test. Other arguments came from
test practice, where small deviations from unidimension-
ality are tolerated because trait coverage often is consid-
ered more important. Finally, splitting our tests into sub-
stantively purer subtests would yield short tests with in-
accurately estimated latent traits. The usefulness of
working with one TIR score was further corroborated in
a study that evaluated the effectiveness of training pro-
grams (De Koning, Hamers, Sijtsma, & Vermeer, 2002).

With respect to the deletion of the attribute items, we
suggest the following explanation: The maximum num-
ber of attributes and relations to be induced in each TIR
item is three, which matches the number of schemes our
participants theoretically were supposed to be able to
activate simultaneously (Case, 1974; Pascual-Leone,
1970). According to Klauer (1989) the comparison of
attributes requires persons to attend simultaneously to
two objects. In contrast, comparing relations is possible
only if three objects are simultaneously investigated. Be-
cause the basic comparison process is limited to two
elements (Carpenter et al., 1990), relation items might

require more extensive mental coordination for decom-
posing the items. This involves high-level strategic pro-
cesses that probably resemble the executive assembly
and control processes described by Marshalek, Lohman,
and Snow (1983). The stronger demand of mental coor-
dination resulted for the relation items in a higher power
to discriminate participants than for the attribute items.
To construct attribute items that better discriminate par-
ticipants, it seems necessary to increase the maximum
number of attributes to be more than three. This higher
maximum will impose an additional load on working
memory as it will require the participants to keep track
of the variation associated with already induced transfor-
mations while inducing new transformations (Mulhol-
land et al., 1980).

The content of the deleted items mostly concerned the
picture items and not the geometric items. Geometric
items have the advantage that they are easily decompos-
able into characteristics that influence processing, for
example, the number of attributes and the number of
transformations. Therefore, geometric content is used by
many cognitive researchers (e.g., Evans, 1968; Mulhol-
land et al., 1980) to model the inductive reasoning solu-
tion processes. Test developers (e.g., Hosenfeld, Van
Den Boom, & Resing, 1997) used geometric items to
predict the inductive reasoning test scores. For picture
items there is a risk that they tap memory of knowledge
(Spearman’s reproductive ability) rather than reasoning
about knowledge (Spearman’s productive ability). Rich-
ardson (1996), for example, changed item elements and
transformations of the SPM Raven tasks into social situ-
ations. This was criticized by Roberts and Stevenson
(1996), who argued that the problem-solvers were given
too many clues, which undermined the requirement for
reasoning. Goswami’s (1991) review of many studies of
inductive reasoning revealed that children are able to
properly apply inductive reasoning processes if they
have the knowledge about the relations involved. Stern-
berg and Gardner (1983) compared geometric, verbal,
and schematic pictorial inductive reasoning items (clas-
sifications, series, and analogies) and concluded that
highly similar process steps are used in solving the tasks,
but that these process steps operate on different knowl-
edge stores and possibly different forms of representa-
tion of the different contents. Thus, content more than
task type served as a greater source of individual differ-
ences in induction problems. We hypothesize that this
variation interacted with inductive reasoning, and that
our deleted items measured this interaction.

Despite the difficulties we experienced in designing
picture items, for two reasons we would like to include
these types of items in an inductive reasoning test for
pupils. First, from an ecological perspective (Sternberg,
1998), it is not valid to limit the productive characteristic
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of human beings to the mental manipulation of meaning-
less geometric material. Second, from a developmental
perspective, many researchers now take an integrated
approach examining the development of reasoning strat-
egies by studying the interaction of knowledge and rea-
soning skills (Zimmerman, 2000). This integrated ap-
proach is an attempt to solve the debate about what actu-
ally drives development. The primacy of knowledge is
reflected in research that stresses the knowledge base as
the conceptual system upon which the reasoning mech-
anisms operate (Vosniadou, 1989). The primacy of rea-
soning is reflected in the view that the knowledge base
plays a subordinate part in development. The mixture of
content in the TIR test items reflects the integrated ap-
proach.

The method of combining a training program with tests
to precisely measure an ability has been used by several
researchers (e.g., Brown, Campione, Reeve, Ferrara, &
Palinscar, 1991; Feuerstein, Rand, Jensen, Kaniel, &
Tzuriel, 1987; Palinscar & Brown, 1988). The group un-
der study in our research belonged to the low SES cate-
gory in which the inductive reasoning ability is less well
developed than expected (De Koning, 2000; Hamers, De
Koning, & Sijtsma, 1998). Since inductive reasoning un-
derlies the learning in various domains, including school
domains (Csapó, 1999; De Koning 2000; De Koning &
Hamers, 1999; Klauer, 1997, 1999), it is important to
know what the potential development is of pupils’ use of
domain-independent inductive reasoning procedures. By
using the combination of program and tests we may be
able to detect pupils and specific inductive reasoning
tasks that might need more of our attention.

The TIRs can also be used without the training pro-
gram. The tests provide standardized scores for assessing
the individual development. Klauer’s (1989) operation-
alization of inductive reasoning into separate task types
clarifies the similarities with our test tasks that are taught
in the regular curriculum. This means that the relation-
ship between inductive reasoning as measured by the test
and school-domain tasks becomes understandable. For
teachers this is very important since they are supposed to
include the underlying inductive reasoning processes in
their instruction of domains like mathematics and read-
ing comprehension (De Koning et al., 2002). By teaching
these processes, they assume that pupils will become
aware of widely applicable strategies and, subsequently,
will become able to flexibly apply these strategies in
other domains (De Koning, 2000).
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